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(a) all pT , optimised (b) pT 500–600 GeV, optimised

(c) all pT (d) pT 500–600 GeV

Figure 14. Mis-tag vs. e�ciency for several top tagging methods, as tested
on herwig 6.5 tt̄ and dijet samples. For Figures (a) and (b), the input
parameters are optimised for each e�ciency point. The input parameters for
the unoptimised scans are taken from the 35% e�ciency point in Figure (b).

similar in performance. When we do not scan input parameters, N-subjettiness narrowly

outperforms the hybrid taggers.

The plots thus far represent events with no detector simulation. How do the results

change if we add detector resolution e↵ects? In Figure 17, we repeat the analyses, but

acting on events run through a simple calorimeter simulation provided by Peter Loch,

presented at the boost workshop and described in detail in [79]. This simulation smears

energy according to a radial profile based on performance of the ATLAS detector, then

groups energy deposits into calorimeter cells. Each calorimeter cell is then treated as a

massless particle with the direction and total energy of that cell. The resulting events

provide a crude proxy for the real calorimeter output and give us a way to estimate
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(a) herwig (b) herwig, fractional di↵erence

(c) herwig++ (d) herwig++, fractional di↵erence

(e) sherpa (f) sherpa, fractional di↵erence

Figure 17. Mis-tag vs. e�ciency for several top tagging methods, as tested on
herwig 6.5 and herwig++ tt̄ and dijet samples as well as sherpa matched
tt̄ + jets and multijet samples, all with pT 500–600 GeV. Events have been
run through a simple detector simulation. In the right-hand plots, results after
detector simulation are compared with results before simulation; the y axis
is (✏B(detector) � ✏B(no detector))/✏B(no detector). All plots use the input
parameters in Table 2.

http://boost2011.org
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Lots of reasons to study tops...

Almost always worth it to study hadronic decays:
BR(dilepton) ~ 4%;  BR(at least one jet) ~ 80%
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High-pT:  tops in single jets
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High-pT: heavy particles in single jets
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Interesting problem: can you interpolate 
between top = 3 jets, top = 1 jet??
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But jets are a mess -- need to construct jets with
some algorithm!

No right answer!
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Building Jets: Recombination Algorithms

• Build jets from “protojets” with repeated 2→1 mergings

• Typically the inputs are calorimeter cells

• A distance metric ρij determines how “close” two protojets are

• Some other metric tells you when to stop

• Left with a tree-like merging history

Can we use substructure
to distinguish different types of jets?
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Goal: distinguish heavy particle jets from QCD

• Jet mass

• Heavy particles: mjet ~ mX

• QCD: mjet ~ # pT

• Subjet kinematics

• Heavy particle: roughly symmetric subjets

• QCD: typically hard core with diffuse radiation; asymmetric subjets

• Color flow

• Heavy particle: if color singlet, decay products are color connected

• QCD: often contains color connections to rest of event

All jet substructure methods use some combination of these properties!

Also: spin, charge
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Problem 1: algorithm biases

• Jet algorithm shapes substructure, distorts kinematics 
you might expect from a decay

• Plus -- lose information by doing {particles} ➔ {jet}

• One solution: don’t use subjets!

• Jet shapes

• Other solution: .....?
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Problem 2: splash-in distorts masses (and everything else)

pp collisions:
extra radiation from ISR, UE, PU

Shifts mass distributions 
upward, broadens peaks!
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Lots of ideas to use jet substructure and 
address these challenges...

(see backup slides for overview and cites)
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Application:  top quark jet ID

• Substructure kinematics, using kT/CA clustering
• Subjet mass, energy sharing z, kT splitting scales
• “ATLAS”, “Thaler/Wang” taggers from Boost fall into this category

• “Grooming” techniques:  remove distortions from soft radiation
• Typically groom, then measure jet, subjet masses
• Filtering, pruning, trimming

• Hybrid taggers
• Typically groom away part of jet looking for structure, then examine kinematics
• BDRS “mass-drop filter” (boosted Higgs), Johns Hopkins top tagger, CMS top tagger, 

HEP top tagger

• Jet shapes
• Avoid subjet finding/clustering altogether and measure energy distribution within jet
• N-subjettiness, angular correlations, template overlap, planar flow

So far, results suggest that hybrid taggers and 
jet shapes are most powerful

(Green = included in Boost comparisons)
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Experimental status

Tune in tomorrow morning! (plus Adam’s talk)
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FIG. 2: Mass of the highest mass jet in a semileptonic top sample.
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FIG. 3: Mass of the hadronic top candidate in a semileptonic top sample.

Standard Model tt̄ decays is taken from Monte Carlo, correcting for trigger e�ciency, the e�ciency of the top-
and W-tagging algorithms, and jet energy scale. The largest background, however, is generic QCD production
which has been mis-identified as having substructure (“mistags”). This background is estimated by weighting
jets in a sample before applying the final top-jet tag, where the weighting factor is derived from generic dijet
data that has been signal depleted.

Figure 4 shows the results of the event selection in the dijet topology (similar plots for the trijet topology can
be seen in the original reference). Extremely good agreement is observed with the prediction, and hence a limit
on new physics models is formulated. The technique chosen is to hypothesize a counting experiment in a signal
window (chosen by the expected size of a narrow resonance in the tt̄ invariant mass spectrum). A Bayesian
technique is chosen to represent the limits on new physics models, with Je↵reys priors on the cross section of
new physics, and log-normal priors on the nuisance parameters. The dijet and trijet topologies are combined in
a final exclusion calculation shown in Figure 5, which shows the 68% and 95% credible intervals for observing a
resonance at a given mass with a given cross section times branching ratio. Several theoretical models are also
included for comparison.

III. SEMILEPTONIC DECAY CHANNEL

There are two analyses from CMS in the semileptonic decay channel. The first analysis (Reference [21], with
0.036 fb�1) utilizes standard event reconstruction techniques assuming that the top quark’s decay products are
isotropically distributed (i.e. close to production threshold). The events are required to have at least three
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which has been mis-identified as having substructure (“mistags”). This background is estimated by weighting
jets in a sample before applying the final top-jet tag, where the weighting factor is derived from generic dijet
data that has been signal depleted.

Figure 4 shows the results of the event selection in the dijet topology (similar plots for the trijet topology can
be seen in the original reference). Extremely good agreement is observed with the prediction, and hence a limit
on new physics models is formulated. The technique chosen is to hypothesize a counting experiment in a signal
window (chosen by the expected size of a narrow resonance in the tt̄ invariant mass spectrum). A Bayesian
technique is chosen to represent the limits on new physics models, with Je↵reys priors on the cross section of
new physics, and log-normal priors on the nuisance parameters. The dijet and trijet topologies are combined in
a final exclusion calculation shown in Figure 5, which shows the 68% and 95% credible intervals for observing a
resonance at a given mass with a given cross section times branching ratio. Several theoretical models are also
included for comparison.

III. SEMILEPTONIC DECAY CHANNEL

There are two analyses from CMS in the semileptonic decay channel. The first analysis (Reference [21], with
0.036 fb�1) utilizes standard event reconstruction techniques assuming that the top quark’s decay products are
isotropically distributed (i.e. close to production threshold). The events are required to have at least three
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BOOST

• An ongoing series of workshops bringing together 
theorists and experimentalists working on boosted 
objects

• 7/2009 at SLAC, 6/2010 at Oxford, 5/2011 at Princeton, 7/2012 at Valencia

• Workshops followed by reports:

• 1012.5412, 1201.0008

• Summarize theory and experiment progress

• Build consensus on priorities for new measurements, calculations

• Benchmark tools and comparisons
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M. Karagoz, G. P. Salam, M. Spannowsky, M. Vos (editors): Boosted objects: a probe of BSM physics 19
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(d) 500–600 GeV

Fig. 3. Mistag rate versus e!ciency after optimisation for the studied top-taggers in linear scale (a) and logarithmic scale (b).
Tag rates were computed averaging over all pT subsamples (a,b) and for the subsample containing jet with pT range 300–400
GeV (c) and 500–600 GeV (d)
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Fig. 3. Mistag rate versus e!ciency after optimisation for the studied top-taggers in linear scale (a) and logarithmic scale (b).
Tag rates were computed averaging over all pT subsamples (a,b) and for the subsample containing jet with pT range 300–400
GeV (c) and 500–600 GeV (d)

Boost 2010: 
Comparing five top 

tagging methods

arXiv:1012.5412
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Boost 2011 comparisons

• Stick to tops vs. QCD for simplicity, time

• Expand set of taggers
• Add HEP, N-subjettiness, trimming

• Expand set of samples (incl. matching)
• Added Herwig++, Sherpa to last year’s Herwig 6.5

• Consider (some) detector effects

• Publish software to implement all methods discussed
• Comparisons are a benchmark

http://boost2011.org :
Boost: The Home Game
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Boost 2011 results
For more, see arXiv:1201.0008

Jet Substructure at the Tevatron and LHC:

New results, new tools, new benchmarks⇤
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Jet Substructure at the Tevatron and LHC 34

(a) all pT , optimised (b) pT 500–600 GeV, optimised

(c) all pT (d) pT 500–600 GeV

Figure 14. Mis-tag vs. e�ciency for several top tagging methods, as tested
on herwig 6.5 tt̄ and dijet samples. For Figures (a) and (b), the input
parameters are optimised for each e�ciency point. The input parameters for
the unoptimised scans are taken from the 35% e�ciency point in Figure (b).

similar in performance. When we do not scan input parameters, N-subjettiness narrowly

outperforms the hybrid taggers.

The plots thus far represent events with no detector simulation. How do the results

change if we add detector resolution e↵ects? In Figure 17, we repeat the analyses, but

acting on events run through a simple calorimeter simulation provided by Peter Loch,

presented at the boost workshop and described in detail in [79]. This simulation smears

energy according to a radial profile based on performance of the ATLAS detector, then

groups energy deposits into calorimeter cells. Each calorimeter cell is then treated as a

massless particle with the direction and total energy of that cell. The resulting events

provide a crude proxy for the real calorimeter output and give us a way to estimate

Herwig 6.5 events

(200--800 GeV, flat) (over input parameters
and output cuts)
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Jet Substructure at the Tevatron and LHC 34

(a) all pT , optimised (b) pT 500–600 GeV, optimised

(c) all pT (d) pT 500–600 GeV

Figure 14. Mis-tag vs. e�ciency for several top tagging methods, as tested
on herwig 6.5 tt̄ and dijet samples. For Figures (a) and (b), the input
parameters are optimised for each e�ciency point. The input parameters for
the unoptimised scans are taken from the 35% e�ciency point in Figure (b).

similar in performance. When we do not scan input parameters, N-subjettiness narrowly

outperforms the hybrid taggers.

The plots thus far represent events with no detector simulation. How do the results

change if we add detector resolution e↵ects? In Figure 17, we repeat the analyses, but

acting on events run through a simple calorimeter simulation provided by Peter Loch,

presented at the boost workshop and described in detail in [79]. This simulation smears

energy according to a radial profile based on performance of the ATLAS detector, then

groups energy deposits into calorimeter cells. Each calorimeter cell is then treated as a

massless particle with the direction and total energy of that cell. The resulting events

provide a crude proxy for the real calorimeter output and give us a way to estimate

Herwig 6.5 events

(200--800 GeV, flat) Take 35% eff. point from input 
scan; just scan output cuts
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Jet Substructure at the Tevatron and LHC 35

(a) all pT , optimised (b) pT 500–600 GeV, optimised

(c) all pT (d) pT 500–600 GeV

Figure 15. Mis-tag vs. e�ciency for several top tagging methods, as tested
on herwig++ tt̄ and dijet samples. For Figures (a) and (b), the input
parameters are optimised for each e�ciency point. The input parameters for
the unoptimised scans are taken from the 35% e�ciency point in Figure (b).

detector e↵ects on substructure performance. This simulation has yet to be extensively

studied, so the results presented here should be considered preliminary and interpreted

with caution.

The detector simulation code is available at the author’s website,

http://atlas.physics.arizona.edu/~loch, and is also provided with SpartyJet as

the RadialSmearingTool tool. You can use it in a SpartyJet analysis via:

builder = SJ.JetBuilder()
builder.add_jetTool_input(SJ.RadialSmearingTool())

<add analyses and run...>

Jet Substructure at the Tevatron and LHC 34

(a) all pT , optimised (b) pT 500–600 GeV, optimised

(c) all pT (d) pT 500–600 GeV

Figure 14. Mis-tag vs. e�ciency for several top tagging methods, as tested
on herwig 6.5 tt̄ and dijet samples. For Figures (a) and (b), the input
parameters are optimised for each e�ciency point. The input parameters for
the unoptimised scans are taken from the 35% e�ciency point in Figure (b).

similar in performance. When we do not scan input parameters, N-subjettiness narrowly

outperforms the hybrid taggers.

The plots thus far represent events with no detector simulation. How do the results

change if we add detector resolution e↵ects? In Figure 17, we repeat the analyses, but

acting on events run through a simple calorimeter simulation provided by Peter Loch,

presented at the boost workshop and described in detail in [79]. This simulation smears

energy according to a radial profile based on performance of the ATLAS detector, then

groups energy deposits into calorimeter cells. Each calorimeter cell is then treated as a

massless particle with the direction and total energy of that cell. The resulting events

provide a crude proxy for the real calorimeter output and give us a way to estimate

Herwig 6.5 Herwig++
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Jet Substructure at the Tevatron and LHC 34

(a) all pT , optimised (b) pT 500–600 GeV, optimised

(c) all pT (d) pT 500–600 GeV

Figure 14. Mis-tag vs. e�ciency for several top tagging methods, as tested
on herwig 6.5 tt̄ and dijet samples. For Figures (a) and (b), the input
parameters are optimised for each e�ciency point. The input parameters for
the unoptimised scans are taken from the 35% e�ciency point in Figure (b).

similar in performance. When we do not scan input parameters, N-subjettiness narrowly

outperforms the hybrid taggers.

The plots thus far represent events with no detector simulation. How do the results

change if we add detector resolution e↵ects? In Figure 17, we repeat the analyses, but

acting on events run through a simple calorimeter simulation provided by Peter Loch,

presented at the boost workshop and described in detail in [79]. This simulation smears

energy according to a radial profile based on performance of the ATLAS detector, then

groups energy deposits into calorimeter cells. Each calorimeter cell is then treated as a

massless particle with the direction and total energy of that cell. The resulting events

provide a crude proxy for the real calorimeter output and give us a way to estimate

Herwig 6.5 Sherpa
Jet Substructure at the Tevatron and LHC 36

(a) all pT , optimised (b) pT 500–600 GeV, optimised

(c) all pT (d) pT 500–600 GeV

Figure 16. Mis-tag vs. e�ciency for several top tagging methods, as tested on
sherpa matched tt̄+ jets and multijet samples. For Figures (a) and (b), the
input parameters are optimised for each e�ciency point. The input parameters
for the unoptimised scans are taken from the 35% e�ciency point in Figure (b).

Comparing Figures 14–16 with 17 we can see that including realistic detector

resolution generally degrades the best achievable performance and changes how

algorithms compare to each other. Compared to other taggers, N-subjettiness does

worse. For each MC sample the spread between taggers is still small, with the ATLAS

and Thaler and Wang taggers still being outperformed. Considering the right-hand

plots in Figure 17, we can see that in some cases taggers appear to do better after

detector simulation, especially at low signal e�ciency. This e↵ect is at least partly due

to statistical noise in the e�ciency scans, but warrants further study.

The results we have presented in this report, while certainly not providing the last

word in boosted object tagging, suggest some conclusions. By any metric, methods
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Jet Substructure at the Tevatron and LHC 37

(a) herwig (b) herwig, fractional di↵erence

(c) herwig++ (d) herwig++, fractional di↵erence

(e) sherpa (f) sherpa, fractional di↵erence

Figure 17. Mis-tag vs. e�ciency for several top tagging methods, as tested on
herwig 6.5 and herwig++ tt̄ and dijet samples as well as sherpa matched
tt̄ + jets and multijet samples, all with pT 500–600 GeV. Events have been
run through a simple detector simulation. In the right-hand plots, results after
detector simulation are compared with results before simulation; the y axis
is (✏B(detector) � ✏B(no detector))/✏B(no detector). All plots use the input
parameters in Table 2.

Detector effects with “LochSim”

21
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(a) herwig (b) herwig, fractional di↵erence

(c) herwig++ (d) herwig++, fractional di↵erence

(e) sherpa (f) sherpa, fractional di↵erence

Figure 17. Mis-tag vs. e�ciency for several top tagging methods, as tested on
herwig 6.5 and herwig++ tt̄ and dijet samples as well as sherpa matched
tt̄ + jets and multijet samples, all with pT 500–600 GeV. Events have been
run through a simple detector simulation. In the right-hand plots, results after
detector simulation are compared with results before simulation; the y axis
is (✏B(detector) � ✏B(no detector))/✏B(no detector). All plots use the input
parameters in Table 2.

Detector effects with “LochSim”

Do we trust this simulation?

Not really...

This is a test case and first trial of Peter’s 
simulation: expect some bugs!

With some testing and validation, this could be a 
really useful tool in jet studies.

Simulation code available at
http://atlas.physics.arizona.edu/~loch

(or in SpartyJet!)
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“BOOST: The Home Game”  (http://boost2011.org)

• Links to samples used in last two reports

• FastJet code for all taggers explored

• SpartyJet scripts to run taggers, scan parameters and cuts

• Even the Python/matplotlib script I used to make the plots

• Thorough and lucid instructions

Basically,  everything you need to completely 
reproduce and examine every result in the report is 

linked from one webpage!
23
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Behind the scenes: software tools for jet studies

• FastJet 3

• Began as catalog of efficient jet algorithms

• Now a really nice suite of jet algorithms, measurements, and manipulations

• SpartyJet: extending FastJet

• Has evolved alongside FastJet (so some aspects now superseded by FJ)

• Simple, easy-to-use Python interface (including full set of FJ 3 features)

• Built-in, no-fuss input handling for all standard event formats (and many non-
standard)

• Nice framework for building up chains of jet tools (find, filter, cluster, cut...)

• Graphical output browser, now including a large set of on-the-fly, tunable analyses

http://fastjet.fr,  http://projects.hepforge.org/spartyjet 
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My favorite thing about FJ 3:

Providing a way to standardize jet tools

Jet measurement:  FunctionOfPseudoJet<T>
Jet modification:  Transformeraaaaaaaaaa

Jet cut:  Selectoraaaaaii

Expect to see future tools written this way!
(and old tools gradually re-written -- see trimming, pruning, filtering in FJ 3)

This kind of standardization is what enables 
shotgun-style comparisons like the Boost report.
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Conclusions

• Lots of proposed techniques to search for top jets.

• BOOST 2011 report compares all for which software is 
available.

• Hybrid, jet shape taggers looking good; N-subjettiness looks 
especially promising.

• Differences aren’t that big, especially compared to MC spread!

• Beyond the report: we’ve provided all the tools needed 
to extend these comparisons for any application you’re 
interested in.

• Go forth and multiply (our results)!
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Thank you!
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Bonus slides
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Jet substructure: “the early days”

• Seymour (Z. Phys. C62 (1994) 127): boosted Ws

• jet mass, subjet separation angle, filtering, jet areas, variable R

• interesting but ahead of its time!

• Butterworth, et al. (hep-ph/0201098, hep-ph/0702150): boosted Ws

• ycut -- subjet separation in kT

• Butterworth, Davison, Rubin, Salam (0802.2470): boosted Higgs

• Mass drop:  msubjet < μ mjet  (if not, discard soft subjet and repeat)

• Filtering: recluster with smaller R, keep 3 hardest subjets

• Related: 0906.0728 (neutralinos)
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Extension to 2-step decays (tops)

• Brooijmans (ATL-PHYS-CONF-2008-008): “Y-Splitter”

• kT measures for last three mergings in kT jets

• Kaplan, Rehermann, Schwartz, Tweedie (0806.0848): “Top tagging”

• Identify hard splittings by discarding soft, wide-angle branchings

• Find W in subjets, then cut on top, W masses

• CMS variant: 0909.4894

• Thaler, Wang (0806.0023)

• Several substructure variables, mostly energy sharing (z)
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Generic methods: “Jet grooming”

• Ellis, CV, Walsh (0903.5081, 0912.0033): “Pruning”

• Similar to first step in top-tagging, but bottom up

• Remove soft, large angle mergings as you go

• No attempt to find a specific number of subjets

• Krohn, Thaler, Wang (0912.1342): “Trimming”

• Adaptive filtering

• Recluster with small R, keep subjets with pTi > f pTjet

(Filtering can also be put in this category)
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Jet shapes -- more general than subjets

• Almeida, et al. (0807.0234, 0810.0934)

• Several jet shapes for QCD, top jets

• Mass, “planar flow”

• Chekanov, Proudfoot (+Levy, Yoshida) (1002.3982, 1009.2749)

• Eccentricity and related geometrical measures

• Almeida, et al. (1006.2035): “Template Overlap”

• Find some set of variables that characterizes signal (tops)

• Kim (1011.1493); Thaler,  Van Tilburg (1011.2268): “N-Subjettiness”

• Smooth interpolation between N subjets

Generically, jet shape = f( {pTi} )
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Stop reconstruction
with the

HEPTopTagger

Michihisa Takeuchi
(Uni Heidelberg)

introduction

HEPTopTagger

stop pairs
hadronic channel

semi-leptonic channel

Leptonic top tagger

Summary

HEPTopTagger [JHEP 1010:078,2010. arXiv:1006.2833 [hep-ph] T. Plehn, M. Spannowsky, D. Zerwas, MT]

1. fat jets – C/A(R = 1.5), pfatjet
T > 200 GeV

2. mass drop criterion

– find hard proto-jets mj < 30 GeV, mj1 < 0.8mj to keep j1 and j2

3. choose 3 hard proto-jets with best filtered mass

– |mfilt
jjj � mt| < 25 GeV and prec

T > 200 GeV! top candidate

4. check mass ratios

– mt condition: m2
t = m2

123 = m2
12 + m2

13 + m2
23 ! spherical surface: 2D mass ratios
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t̄t W+jets QCD
– W mass condition, soft-collinear cut! tagged top
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Jesse Thaler — N-subjettiness

N-subjettiness

Minimization & Boost2010

(Thoughts on Jet Algorithms)

4

[Thaler, Van Tilburg:  1011.2268;  See also J.-H. Kim:  1011.1493]

A New Substructure Measure
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Angular Correlations

• For any IRC safe set of particles {i}:

• R is not measured wrt jet center

• Distinct from angular profile

• Quantifies jet scaling in an IRC safe way

3

be used to decompose a jet into subjets. This unclustering procedure has seen a wide
variety of phenomenological applications, especially in the context of tagging jets that
result from boosted heavy particle decays, e.g . filtering in boosted Higgs searches [11].
A closely related procedure, referred to as pruning [27], vetoes on QCD-like branches
with the goal of sharpening jet mass resolution. This family of procedures o⇤ers a
number of tunable parameters, allowing the user to control how much and what kind
of substructure is identified. A disadvantage of these procedures is that, in order for
them to be most e⇤ective, the clustering tree must accurately reconstruct the parton
shower history of the jet. In practice the CA and kT algorithms reconstruct the most
probable shower history, which need not coincide with the actual shower history. In
addition, the parameters which define the unclustering typically impose a hard line
between QCD-like behavior and non-QCD-like behavior that can fail to accommodate
jets that deviate too much from “most probable” jets.

The goal of this paper is to explore an alternative procedure for identifying and
characterizing substructure within jets. The discussion is organized as follows. In
Section 2, we introduce the “angular correlation function” G(R) and discuss how
structure in G(R) can be used to construct IRC safe jet observables. In particular
we use G(R) to extract angular scales R� and mass scales m� directly from the con-
stituents of a jet without use of a clustering tree. These angular and mass scales
correspond to the angular separations and invariant masses of pairs of hard substruc-
ture in the jet. In Section 3, we present an application of these ideas to the tagging of
boosted top quarks. We find that the resulting top tagging algorithm is competitive
with other methods in the literature. Given the straightforward approach we take in
applying G(R) to top tagging, this good performance ‘out of the box’ is encouraging.
In Section 4 we discuss other possible applications of the methods introduced in this
paper.

2 Angular Correlation Function

To characterize substructure in a jet J we define the angular correlation function
G(R) as

G(R) ⇥

�

i ⇥=j
pT ipTj�R2

ij⇥(R��Rij)

�

i ⇥=j
pT ipTj�R2

ij

⇤

�

i ⇥=j
pi ·pj⇥(R��Rij)

�

i ⇥=j
pi ·pj

(1)

where the sum runs over all pairs of constituents of J and ⇥(x) is the Heaviside step
function. Here pT i is the transverse momentum of constituent i, and �Rij is the
Euclidean distance between i and j in the pseudorapidity (�) and azimuthal angle

2

W#6'5)>56%).6)%#'J-6"$)6'6%##5'(“Substructure without trees”: Jankowiak, Larkoski; 1104.1646)
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N-subjettiness with optimized β

Herwig++, 500-600
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Why FastJet v3?

To make it easier and safer for users
to do advanced things with jets

Incorporating lessons we’ve learned while writing taggers,
mimicking real analyses (particle ID’s, acceptances, etc.)

& performing background subtraction
[as well as some frequent requests]

FJ3 (@ Boost 2011, Princeton) 2011-05-13 7 / 16

(next few slides from FJ website)
v3.0.2 and doc:  http://fastjet.fr
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FJ3

ClusterSequence cs(input_particles, jet_def);
vector<PseudoJet> jets = cs.inclusive_jets();
// extract the constituents of a jet
vector<PseudoJet> constituents = jets[0].constituents();

ClusterSequenceArea csa(input_particles, jet_def, area_def);
vector<PseudoJet> jets = csa.inclusive_jets();
// get the scalar area of a jet
double area = jets[0].area();

Jets from a cluster sequence know about 
properties deriving from the clustering itself

Jets are self-aware
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FJ3 Composite jets

// subjets of a top candidate
PseudoJet W1;   
PseudoJet W2;    
PseudoJet b;

// build the top
PseudoJet W = join(W1,W2); // result is a ‘sensible’ PseudoJet,
PseudoJet top = join(W,b); // with additions (see pieces() below)

// top constituents: all the initial particles in the jet
vector<PseudoJet> constituents = top.constituents();

// top pieces: the b and the W
vector<PseudoJet> pieces = top.pieces();

Jets can be joined
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FJ3 Transformers

Transformer

Subtractor

Filter

...

TopTaggerBase

JHTopTagger XYZTopTagger
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FJ3 Taggers

#include “fastjet/tools/JHTopTagger.hh”

double delta_pt=0.1, delta_r=0.19;
JHTopTagger = top_tagger(delta_pt,delta_r);
top_tagger.set_top_selector(SelectorMassRange(150,200));
top_tagger.set_W_selector(SelectorMassRange(65,95));

PseudoJet tagged_jet = top_tagger(jet);   // top candidate 

// extract structure
if (tagged_jet != 0) {
 PseudoJet W = tagged_jet.structure_of<JHTopTagger>().W();
 PseudoJet nonW = tagged_jet.structure_of<JHTopTagger>().non_W();
}

Example of a boosted top tagger
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